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Making the
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Citing the success of the Doñana Project
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would make buying decisions harder for

should work together to find industry-
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Juan María Rodríguez of Spanish organic
berry specialist Flor de Doñana illustrated
the point perfectly,

remained confident that the pandemic
will have a positive impact on supply
chain management.

Next up, Andres Armstrong of the Chilean
Blueberry Committee, gave an overview of
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regards to sustainability. He pointed to the

More generally, the trend towards more

been made in the packaging sphere thanks

growth in organic blueberry production in

sustainable production has resulted in

to the introduction of PET clamshells, and
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positive gains throughout the blueberry

the industry has now set itself the goal of

adopt a more considerate approach to

industry. With new production areas
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innovation extending growing seasons, it
Armstrong also discussed the social
element of sustainability, outlining some
of the measures the sector has adopted in
order to keep workers safe during the
pandemic. He said Chile is increasingly

is now possible to source fresh blueberries
52 week a year, drastically reducing the
need for airfreighted exports, which have
such a detrimental impact on the
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attracting people from surrounding
countries, proving that the country offers

Improvements have also

a favourable environment for workers.
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